Many combinatorial problems can be efficiently solved for partial k-trees graphs . of treewidth bounded by k . The edge-coloring problem is one of the well-known combinatorial problems for which no efficient algorithms were previously known, except a polynomial-time algorithm of very high complexity. This paper gives a linear-time sequential algorithm and an optimal parallel algorithm which find an edge-coloring of a given partial k-tree with the minimum number of colors for fixed k. ᮊ
INTRODUCTION
This paper deals with the edge-coloring problem which asks to color all edges of a given simple graph G, using a minimum number of colors, so that no two adjacent edges are colored with the same color. The minimum X Ž . number is called the chromatic index G of G. Vizing showed that X Ž . G s ⌬ or ⌬ q 1 for any simple graph G where ⌬ is the maximum w x degree of G 11 . The edge-coloring problem arises in many applications, w x including various scheduling and partitioning problems 11 . The problem w x is NP-complete 15 , and hence it is very unlikely that there exists a X Ž . sequential algorithm which edge-colors a given graph G with G colors in polynomial time. On the other hand, there exist sequential algorithms Ž . which edge-color any simple graph G with ⌬ q 1 colors in time O mn , w where m is the number of edges and n the number of vertices in G 12, 19, x 22 . However, no NC parallel algorithms have been obtained for edge-colw x oring G with ⌬ q 1 colors except for the case when ⌬ is bounded 18 .
It is known that many combinatorial problems can be solved very w efficiently for partial k-trees or series-parallel multigraphs 1, 2, 6, 9, 10, x 23, 28, 29 . Such classes of problems have been characterized in terms of w ''forbidden subgraphs'' or ''extended monadic second-order logic'' 1, 2, 6, x 9, 10, 23 . The edge-coloring problem does not belong to such a class of the Ž . w x ''maximum or minimum subgraph problems'' 10 , and is indeed one of w x the ''edge-covering problems'' which, as mentioned in 6 , does not appear to be efficiently solved for partial k-trees. However, the following three partial results have been known. First, Terada and Nishizeki have given an Ž 2 . w x O n algorithm for series-parallel simple graphs G 22 . Note that seriesparallel simple graphs are partial 2-trees. Second, Zhou et al. have given a w x linear-time algorithm for series-parallel multigraphs 28, 29 . Third, Bodlaender has given a sophisticated algorithm of polynomial complexity for Ž Ž . . partial k-trees G, but the complexity O n ⌬ q 1 is very high, where the maximum degree ⌬ of G is not always a constant although k is w x assumed to be a constant 3 . Borie et al. have given a similar result in a w x more general setting 5, 6 . On the other hand, NC parallel algorithms for the edge-coloring problem have not been obtained for partial k-trees, although NC parallel algorithms have been obtained for the following three restricted classes of graphs: planar graphs with maximum degree w x w x w x ⌬ G 9 8 ; outerplanar graphs 7, 13 ; and series-parallel multigraphs 29 . Note that outerplanar graphs are partial 2-trees.
In this paper we give two algorithms. One algorithm is a linear-time sequential algorithm for partial k-trees, which determines the chromatic X Ž . index G of a given partial k-tree G and actually finds an edge-coloring X Ž . of G using G colors. Note that k is assumed to be a constant. Our algorithm greatly improves the complexity: for example, for partial 3-trees, Ž 257 . Ž . Bodlaender's algorithm takes time O n , but ours takes time O n . Our X Ž . idea is twofold: first, we prove that G s ⌬ holds for every partial k-tree G of large maximum degree ⌬, say ⌬ G 2 k; and second, we show that such a graph G can be decomposed into several edge-disjoint sub- be found in linear time by any standard dynamic programming algorithm w x w x Ž . 25 or Bodlaender's algorithm 3 since ⌬ G -6 k. We construct such a i Ž . surprising decomposition by partitioning the vertex set into O log n subsets so that the ''forward degree'' of each vertex is bounded.
The other algorithm is an optimal and the first NC parallel algorithm which solves the edge-coloring problem for partial k-trees with fixed k.
Given a partial k-tree G with its tree-decomposition, the algorithm finds X Ž . Ž . Ž . an edge-coloring of G using G colors in O log n time with O nrlog n processors. It is known that a tree-decomposition of G with width F k Ž 2 . Ž . w x can be found in O log n time with O nrlog n processors 4, 21 . The parallel computation model we use is a concurrent-read and exclusive-write Ž . parallel random access machine CREW PRAM .
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 includes basic definitions and notations. Section 3 gives a linear-time sequential algorithm which X Ž . determines G of a given partial k-tree G. Section 4 gives a linear-time sequential algorithm which actually finds an edge-coloring of G with X Ž . G colors. Section 5 gives an optimal parallel algorithm. Finally, we conclude in Section 6 with a discussion of the results and some related w x works. Early versions of the paper are presented in 26, 27 .
TERMINOLOGY AND DEFINITIONS

Ž
. In this section we give some definitions. Let G s V, E denote a graph Ž . Ž . with vertex set V and edge set E. We often denote by V G and E G the vertex set and the edge set of G, respectively. We denote by n the number of the vertices in G. The paper deals with simple graphs without multiple Ž . edges or self-loops. An edge joining vertices u and¨is denoted by u,¨.
Ž . Ž . Ž . The degree of vertex¨g V G is denoted by d¨, G or simply by d¨.
Ž . The maximum degree of G is denoted by ⌬ G or simply by ⌬. The graph
The class of k-trees is defined recursively as follows:
Ž . a A complete graph with k vertices is a k-tree.
where w is a new vertex not contained in G.
Ž .
Ž . Ž . c All k-trees can be formed with rules a and b .
A graph is a partial k-tree if it is a subgraph of a k-tree. Thus, partial Ž . < < k-trees G s V, E are simple graphs, and E -kn. Figure 1a illustrates a process of generating a 3-tree, and Fig. 1b depicts a partial 3-tree. In this paper we assume that k is a constant. 
V a family of subsets of V satisfying the following properties.
for every edge e s¨, w g E, there is a node X g V with¨, w g i T X; and i ⅷ if node X lies on the path in T from node X to node X , then Figure 2 illustrates a partial 3-tree and a tree-decomposition. The width of Ž .
graph G is the minimum width of a tree-decomposition of G, taken over all possible tree-decompositions of G. It is known that every graph with treewidth F k is a partial k-tree, and conversely, that every partial k-tree has a tree-decomposition with width F k. Bodlaender has given a lineartime sequential algorithm to find a tree-decomposition of G with width w x F k for fixed k 4 .
Ž . FIG. 2 . a A partial 3-tree and b its tree-decomposition.
DETERMINING THE CHROMATIC INDEX
X Ž . By the classical Vizing's theorem, G s ⌬ or ⌬ q 1 for any simple w x X Ž . graph G 11 . In this section we first show that G s ⌬ holds for any partial k-tree G with ⌬ G 2 k, and then show that the chromatic index X Ž . G can be determined in linear time for any partial k-tree G. w x X Ž . Hoover 16 has claimed that G s ⌬ holds for any partial k-tree G with ⌬ G 6 k, but his proof contains a flaw. His ''proof'' is based on w x ''Theorem 4.5'' in 16 : if the chromatic index of a graph G is ⌬ q 1 then
However this ''Theorem'' is incorrect as seen from the following counterexample. Let G be a graph obtained from K , a complete graph of 7 seven vertices, by inserting many vertices, say 70 vertices, in an arbitrary < < edge e of K . Then ⌬ s 6, n s 77, and E s 91. Since K y e has 20 7 7 edges and at most 3 of them can be colored with the same color, we have
On the other hand, Vizing's theorem
contrary to the ''Theorem.'' This flaw looks to stem from an incorrect w x interpretation of a result on ''critical graphs,'' Theorem 13.6 in 11 .
X Ž . We show that G s ⌬ holds for any partial k-tree G with ⌬ G 2 k.
Ž . For a vertex¨g V we denote by n¨the number of¨'s neighbors ⌬ Ž . w x having degree ⌬. An edge u,¨of G is eliminable 19, 22 if the following equations hold:
The following lemma is an expression of a classical result on ''critical w x graphs,'' called ''Vizing's adjacency lemma' ' 11, 19, 22 . Ž . LEMMA 3.1. If u,¨is an eliminable edge of a simple graph G and
For partial k-trees we have the following lemma.
Proof. Since G is a partial k-tree, G has at least one vertex with degree
is a partial k-tree and is not empty. Therefore G X has at least one vertex¨of degree
On the other hand, Ž . Ž X . none of¨'s neighbors in S has degree ⌬, and hence n¨F d¨, G F k.
Ž . Ž . Therefore d u q n¨F 2k F ⌬, and hence edge u,¨is eliminable.
We are now ready to prove the following theorem.
Ä 4
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, G has an eliminable edge e . Since G y e is 1 1
. also a partial k-tree, G y e has an eliminable edge e if ⌬ G y e G 
fore, applying Lemma 3.1 repeatedly, we have G s ⌬.
Q.E.D.
Since ⌬ can be computed in linear time, the chromatic index of a partial k-tree G with ⌬ G 2 k can be determined in linear time. On the other hand, a standard dynamic programming algorithm solves the edge-coloring
. w x der's in time O n ⌬ q 1 3 . Clearly these algorithms run in linear time if ⌬ is bounded, say ⌬ -2 k. Note that k is a constant. Thus the following lemma holds. 
FINDING EDGE-COLORINGS
In the preceding section we have shown that the chromatic index G of a given partial k-tree G can be determined in linear time. In this section we give a linear-time algorithm which actually obtains an edge-col-X Ž . oring of G with G colors. By Lemma 3.4 one can obtain an edge-color-
Therefore it suffices to give a linear-time algorithm only for the case Ž . ⌬ G G 6k.
Ž 2 . The proofs in the preceding section do yield an O n algorithm for the Ž . case ⌬ G G 2 k, as follows. Lemma 3.2 implies that a partial k-tree G Ž . with ⌬ G G 2 k necessarily has an eliminable edge e. If an edge-coloring Ä 4 Ž . of G y e with ⌬ G colors is known, then, using standard techniques of ''shifting a fan sequence'' and ''switching an alternating path,'' one can Ž . Ä 4 y 1 -⌬G and e is an eliminable edge in G y e , e , . . . , e for
, . . . , e , e m my1 2 1 to G X in this order, and modify the edge-coloring of G X to an edge-coloring Ž . of G with ⌬ G colors by repeatedly using the techniques of ''shifting a fan sequence'' and ''switching an alternating path.'' Such a repetition of Ž 2 . Ž recoloring would take time O n . However, such a method provides a Ž 2 . practical algorithm of time complexity O n with a small coefficient if one
, using the practical ⌬ q 1 -coloring algorithm in 19, 22 in . place of the dynamic programming algorithm in Lemma 3.4.
tive integer, and let E , E , . . . , E be a partition of E. We say that 
Ž . EDGE-COLOR
find a tree-decomposition of G with width
find an edge-coloring of G with G s ⌬ G colors for each j,
extend these edge-colorings of G , G , . . . , G to an edge-coloring
We have the following lemma. 
Ž .
immediately extend these edge-colorings of G , G , . . . , G to an edge-col-
Ž . oring of G with ⌬ G colors in linear time.
In the remainder of this section we prove Lemma 4.1. We construct a Ž . ⌬,c -partition of edge set E from a partition S , S , . . . , S of vertex set
and as follows, and then let E s E y E j E j иии j E . For each vertex
., we first number the backward edges incident to¨from 1 to d¨, G ; we b then insert the first 3k backward edges to E , the second 3k backward 1 edges to E , and so on whenever there remain 3k or more backward 2 edges; and we finally insert all the remaining backward edges to E if algorithm terminates, we have ⌬ G E F 3k for every j, 1 F j F s y 1.
We now formally describe EDGE-PARTITION.
Ž . EDGE-PARTITION
number the backward edges in E¨, G from 1 to d¨, G ;
Ä insert to E exactly 3k backward edges incident to¨, and
pŽ¨.q1 pŽ¨.q1¨b b q Ä insert to E the remaining backward edges incident to¨,
We are now ready to prove Lemma 4.1.
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Clearly the algorithm above runs in linear time. Ž . Therefore it suffices to prove that E , E , . . . , E found above is a ⌬, 3k -
Ž . any vertex¨and j, 1 F j F min p¨, s y 1 , because d¨, G G Ž .
s Ž . completing a proof of Eq. 9 for this case.
Ž .
Case 2. p¨G s y 1.
Ž . Ž . In this case by Eq. 4 d¨, G s 3k for each j, 1 F j F s y 1. Therej Ž . fore by Eq. 7 and the construction of E at line 18 we have
Ž . completing a proof of Eq. 9 in this case.
An argument similar to the proof above can derive a more general result Ž . that if graph G s V, E is ''k-degenerate,'' i.e., G can be reduced to an empty graph by successively deleting vertices of degree at most k, and Ž . Ž . ⌬ G G 2c G 2k then a ⌬, c -partition of E can be found in linear time.
OPTIMAL PARALLEL ALGORITHM
In this section we give an optimal parallel algorithm which edge-colors a X Ž . partial k-tree G with G colors if a tree-decomposition of G with width Ž . Ž . Fk is given. Our algorithm runs in O log n time with O nrlog n processors. The parallel computation model we use is CREW PRAM. w x The following general lemma is well known 17 .
Ž . LEMMA 5.1. Let A be a gi¨en algorithm with O log n parallel computation time. Suppose that A in¨ol¨es a total number of m operations. Then A Ž . can be implemented using p processors in O mrp q log n parallel time.
If there is an algorithm A which solves the edge-coloring problem in Ž . Ž . O log n parallel time using a total of m s O n operators, then by adapting Lemma 5.1 with choosing p s nrlog n one can know that A can Ž . Ž . be implemented using O nrlog n processors in O log n parallel time. Thus we will present such an algorithm.
A standard dynamic programming algorithm solves the edge-coloring
q ⌬ q 1 . Such a sequential algorithm can be modified to a parallel algorithm as in w x the following theorem 25 . w x The parallel algorithm in 25 needs concurrent reads, and mostly w x follows Bodlaender's sequential algorithm 3 although we use a number of new ideas and techniques such as an extended version of the ''tree contraction'' applied to a ''parsing tree'' of a tree-decomposition of G.
q ⌬ q 1 i s also bounded although it is very large even for small k, and hence the algorithm in Theorem 5.2 is an optimal parallel algorithm. Therefore it suffices to give an optimal parallel algorithm only for the case when Ž .
We have the following four lemmas.
LEMMA 5.3. More than one third of the¨ertices in any partial k-tree ha¨e degree -3k. X Ž . Proof. Let n be the number of vertices of a partial k-tree G s V, E Ž X . < < having degree -3k. Then clearly 3k n y n F 2 E -2kn, and consequently n X ) nr3.
. . , S of V with l s O log n , and such a partition can be found
Ž . in O log n parallel time using a total of O n operations.
Proof. We construct S , S , . . . , S as follows:
Ž . By Lemma 5.3 clearly l s O log n , and hence the algorithm above runs in Ž . Ž . O log n parallel time using a total of O n operations.
Q.E.D. Ž . TION runs in O log n parallel time using a total of O n operations.
Arguments similar to the proofs of Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5 derive a more
Ž . can be found in O log n parallel time using a total of O n operations. computational operations, where n is the number of vertices in G . Since 
CONCLUSION
In this paper we gave two efficient algorithms. One is an efficient sequential algorithm for the edge-coloring problem on partial k-trees. The Ž Ž . kŽkq1.r2 . algorithm runs in linear time for fixed k, and in time O nk 6k for general k. The other is an optimal and the first NC parallel algorithm which solves the edge-coloring problem on partial k-trees with fixed k. For a partial k-tree G given by its tree-decomposition with width F k, the Ž . Ž . algorithm runs in O log n time with O nrlog n processors.
Our methods can be applied to other classes of graphs such that genus, thickness, arboricity, or degeneracy is bounded and the maximum degree is w x large 24 .
Our algorithms solve a single particular problem, that is, the edge-coloring problem. However, the methods which we developed in this paper appear to be useful for many other problems, especially for the ''edge-partition problem with respect to property '' which asks to partition the edge set of a given graph into a minimum number of subsets so that the subgraph induced by each subset satisfies the property . For the edgecoloring problem, is indeed a matching. Consider for example a prop-Ž . Ž . erty : the degree of each vertex¨is not greater than f¨, where f¨is a positive integer assigned to¨. Clearly the edge-partition problem with respect to such a property is the same as the so-called f-coloring w x problem 14, 20 . Our algorithms can be generalized to solve the f-coloring w x on partial k-trees 24 .
APPENDIX
In this appendix we prove Lemma 5.6. Let T be a tree-decomposition of a partial k-tree G with width F k. We transform T to a binary tree T as b w x follows 3 : replace every internal node X with r children in T by r q 1 i nodes X , X , . . . , X with X s X s X s иии s X , where X has
the same father as X in T , X is the father of X and the pth child Such T is called a binary tree-decomposition. Clearly T has width F k. We will use notions such as leaf, ancestor, and node in their usual meaning.
For a subset E of E, one can construct from T a tree-decomposition left-to-right order;
Step 2: for each pair X and X , 1 F i F r y 1, find their 2 iy1 2 i q 1 Ž lowest common ancestor, and denote it by X note that the indices of all 2 i . these nodes X , X , . . . , X are in an inorder transversal ; 1 2 2r y1
Step 3: delete the vertices not in G from set X , 1 F i F 2r y 1; Proof of Lemma 5.6. Let E , E , . . . , E be a partition of E for a 1 2 s Ž . partial k-tree G s V, E . Let T be a binary tree-decomposition of G b with width F k. By the procedure above one can correctly find tree-decompositions T , 1 F j F s, of G with width F k. Therefore it suffices to j j prove the claim on time-and operation-complexities. Clearly steps 1, 3, Ž and 4 above can be done total in parallel time O log n q < <. Ž . Ž . max log E s O log n using a total of O n operations. Note that 1 F jF s j Ž . < < Ž . s s O n and Ý E s O n . The lowest common ancestors in step 2 1 F jF s j Ž . Ž . can be found total in O log n parallel time using a total of O n w x Ž . operations 17 . Thus the procedure above runs total in O log n parallel Ž . time using a total of O n operations.
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Ž . Note Added in Proof
We have recently found that Vizing showed that Ј G s ⌬ is ⌬ G 2 k and G is k-degenerate. 
